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Salvation
D. C.

Nimmo

Salvation, full
salvation!
Let all believers know
Complete and full deliv ranee
From ev'ry fear and foe!
A mastery, a triumph,
A lifted shining face,
An atmosphere of glory,
A miracle of grace!
Salvation, full
salvation,
Deliverance from sin,
From guilt and pow'r and slav'ry
And Pentecost within!
A faith that knows no doubting.
A love like glowing fire,
A hope victorious
shouting
And mounting high and higher!
Salvation, full salvation
O'er sin and death and hell,
O'er life and strife and sorrow
What time they on us swell.
Though all should be against us
Of famine, fire and flood
We cannot fail of vict'ry
Since He has shed His Blood.
Salvation, full
salvation,
Cleansed, kept and burning white.
Still filled in all His fullness,
Still climbing up the height!
Within us sin resisting
He leads against the foe
And preaching full salvation
He bids us flaming go.
Salvation, full
salvation!
The Spirit doth us form
Like Him who loved and sought us
And feeds us passions warm.
All glory to the Victor
Who gives us rich and free
Salvation, full
salvation,
To all eternity.
—Gospel Herald.
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Relief and Service
Sponsored

by Relief

RELIEF NOTES
Relief Director Appointed
J. N. Byler, who has recently returned
from the Middle East as relief commissioner, was appointed Director of Relief and
Relief Candidate Secretary at the MCC
Executive Committee meeting in Chicago,
February 17. This office during the past
sixteen months was filled by C. L. Graber.
Bro. Graber has returned to Goshen College, where he is Business Manager. Bro.
Byler has been connected with the MCC
program since his appointment to relief
service in France in 1941.
Order Curbs Clothing Collection
All relief agencies in Canada, including
our own, were.notified by the Prices Board
on February 7 to discontinue the collection
of clothing for foreign relief and were
asked to submit applications to continue
their campaigns. While this order has resulted in a temporary cessation of relief
clothing- collecting in the Dominion, it is
believed that permits will be granted to
continue the former work. The Government
of Canada has announced th-'t the purpose
of the order is to co-ordinate and control
the collection of supplies for war sufferers
In this respect the control is similar to the
authority exercised in the States bv the
President's War Relief Control Board, bv
which the MCC has been given permission
to collect clothing and funds for foreig-n
relief in the States.
'
Passport Validation for France
Henry Buller, along with Sam Goering
has now had his passport validated for
France. Both of these workers are engaged
m relief work in England but will enter
France as soon as French visas can be procured. Bro. Buller was a relief worker in
France from 1941 until he was interned
early m 1943. He is quite eager to return
to the work and people he had served
earlier.
"Kits for Children" Clothing Program
"Kits for Children" are the keywords for
a newly inaugurated phase of the MCC
clothing drive. Organizations, esnecially
junior organizations, and individuals have
requested a method for Backing- and sending in a complete outfit for a child needing
relief A. folder has been nrinted to present
itemized lists of essential articles and
clothing needed by a war-victim child to
replace the meager, ragged belongings to
which he tenaciously clings today. An
organized method of assembling each child's
bundle is also presented. Copies of the
printed folder, "Kits for Children," will be
sent, without cost, to anyone making their
request to Jesse W. Hoover, Nappanee, Ind.
Camp for Evacuated Dutch Children Opens
in England.
Peter and Elfreda Klassen Dyck are
transferring from the directorship of Taxal
Edge Boys' Convalescent Home to staff
work at a refugee camp at Hull. This new
camp will open March 1 to receive Dutch
children evacuated from Holland to England. Thus, in a. sense, the planned relief
work for Holland begins in England, March
1. The first English camp for Dutch children opened February 1,'at Coventry, and
received 500 children. Other camps will
open in succeeding months if the anticipat-
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News
Committee

ed flood of evacuees arrive upon the liberation of North Holland.
The picture of the Good Samaritan in the
recent M.C.C. Relief folder should have
been accredited to Providence Lithograph
Company.
CONCERNING THE*UNITED NATIONAL
CLOTHING COLLECTION
Newspapers across the country have been
announcing the United National Clothing
Collection. This campaign for the collection of clothing for relief is to be conducted throughout the nation during the
month of April. United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA),
in cooperation with various voluntary relief organizations, is sponsoring the drive.
National civic, educational, industrial, and
religious organizations have been asked to
promote the drive and assist in the collection of clothing. The appeal for donations
is to reach every home throughout the
nation. The goal is set at 150,000,000
pounds.
The Mennonite Central Committee is not
a participant in the national drive, but is
registered bv the Government as an organization having its own continuous relief
clothing collection, processing, and distributing program. Facilities have been set
no bv the three collection centers at Akron,
Newton, and Kitchener to receive and process all the clothing donations which our
Brethren in Christ groups may wish to contribute. Our churches have been contributing liberally in the past and we believe
they will want to continue to do their part
in giving clothing for war sufferers. And
we believe that they will want to continue
to f 've through our own channels. Our collection renters st^nd refdv to handle all
clothing our churches will be able to give.
These M.C.C. collection centers also welcome clothing contributions from sources
outside those of our own group.

March 12, 1945
C.P.S. Briefs
Authorization has been received to add
seven more C.P.S. men to the Michigan unit
of dairy herd testers, bringing the unit
strength up to forty-five.

Protestantism Faces the Peace
Don E. Smucker
The writer of this article, together with
myself, attended the Cleveland
National
Study Conference on the Churches and a
Just and Durable Peace. We attended as
official observing delegates (not participating) for the M.C.C. Peace Section. This
Conference represented a cross section of
Protestantism in America. The observations
o.i. Bro. Smucker are pertinent and penetrating and his'conclusions well-founded. It
will be well worth your time to read this in
its
entirety.—Editor.

• P

One of the most representative assemblies
of Protestant leaders in recent years convened at Cleveland to discuss a "Just and
Durable Peace." Four hundred and eighty
one members of the conference came from
almost every conceivable background, religiously and vocationally.
While the conference was organized by
the Federal Council of Churches it was, by
no means, limited to that constituency. One
of the prominent leaders of the Southern
Baptist Convention, more than once made
it clear that he was there not as a Federal
Council supporter but from the largest communion in America which refuses cooperation with the Federal Council. There were
some leaders present from churches I had
never known such as the Polish National
Catholic group, a Protestant and definitely
evangelical denomination. The Salvation
Army and the Episcopalians, the colored
and the white, the conscientious objector
and the man is uniform, yes, the Mennonite and .the Quaker—all were there. The
Mennonites, by the way, attended as "observers" rather than active participants in
the sessions.

Among the delegates were a number of
well known individuals including Charles P.
Taft, son of the late President Taft and
C.P.S. NOTES
brother of Senator Taft; Chief Justice
Bakke of the Colorado Supreme Court; ConInstitutes on Peacetime Conscription
Following the institute at Powellsville, gressman Walter; Judd, former missionary
over the week-end of February 24-25, simi- to China, E. Stanley Jones, Stanley High
lar meetings will be held in other areas for and many others, both clergy and laity.
Truly it was an impressive assembly!
the benefit of CPS men in Mennonite camps.
March 10-11 such an institute will be held Yet, it did not claim to speak officially
at Newton, Kansas, and March 17-18, a either for the several denominations or for
third conference will be in progress at the Federal Council. It was unofficial beMedaryville, Indiana. The purposes of these cause many communions would have refused
conferences, as announced before, will be cooperation if the convention had attempted
to share thinking- and concerns with church to commit them to this or that program for
leaders and to clarify what the Mennonite the post-war world.
attitude toward conscription should be.
I have two very definite reactions to this
amazing experience: (1) The
Protestant
V-nignments to C.P.S.
churches have come a long way toward
Recent information from the C.P.S. Sec- Christian principles since the wild-eyed
tion at Akron indicates that during the four- militarism of World War I; (2) The Protmonth period, from November 6, 1944, to estant churches are still committed to a
March 6, 1945, there were 836 men assigned policy of wilful compromise.
to C.P.S. (Assignments do not always equal
First, the gains of Protestantism. Meetinductions). Of this number 531 were Mennonite, 85 Brethren, and 31 Friends. The ing in the midst of war and with the vast
remaining 198 were from other church majority giving real support to the war,
groups or unaffiliated. During the month there were no speeches of hate and revenge.
of January the number of Mennonite men in In regard to Germany and Japan, they pled
MCC camps increased by 73; the number for the collaboration of all nations, includof non-Mennonites in MCC Camps for the ing these two enemy countries, the proper
month decreased by 7. At the present time economic development of them, and opposed
a large number of the inductees not affili- the partitioning of Germany. Speaking of
ated with the historic peace churches are hate, may I say there were no attacks on
entering government camps.
(Continued on page nine)
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Light and Shadows

E

VERY photographer knows the importance of the proper blending of lights
and shadows. Every artist recognizes that
light and shade are the very warp and
woof of his painting. Life too is made
up of light and shadows.
As Jesus approached the climax of his
earthly career, these contrasts are most
striking and significant.
From
the
glorious, overwhelming experience on the
mount where He was transfigured before
his intimate three they plunged into the
valley of defeated disciples and frustrated
faith. From the sombre shades before the
opening of Lazarus' tomb, it is only a
short span to the transcendent warmth
of life and joy of fellowship in the midst
of the aroma of the broken alabaster box.
From the peculiarly intimate sanctity of
the upper room with its sacred communion, it was only a few hours to Gethsemane
and the most diabolical of treasons.
And from the wildly tumultuous throngs
that gave Him a kingly ovation as He
rode into the Holy City on the back of
a colt, it was only a few days to Golgotha.
The ancient prophets constantly hold
in view the king of kings as well as the
suffering servant in the person of Christ.
And Jesus clearly told His disciples on
several occasions what they might expect.
Yet they were not prepared for the adverser "storm of circumstance when it
broke in fury upon them. Peter the glowingly self-confident, was full ready to
flee for his life before the motley mob
that broke into the stillness of the midnight garden scene. And in the court of
Annas, the scornful finger of a serving
maid caused him to cringe like a criminal.
Life has always consisted of lights and
shadows, of joys and sorrows, of fulfillments and frustrations, of victories and
defeats. Undoubtedly life will always
have its contrasts. And yet, Paul exclaims: "Now thanks be unto God, which
always causeth us to triumph in Christ,"
(2 Cor. 2:4.) The glorious message of
the Gospel is the possibility of constant
and eternal victory. Yet how many of us
fail to find that triumphant experience in
Christ in the midst of life's midnight
blackness! How few claim constant overcoming faith regardless of every circumstances !
The frightened followers of Jesus fleeing from Gethsemane; the cowering, scattered few who dared to cling to the outer
fringe of the mob as it dragged Jesus
from Annas to Herod to Pilate only to
repeat the gruelling ordeal asain: the desperate women at the foot of Calvary; the
utterly discouraged
and
demoralized
eleven disciples who returned to the fishing trade—all this is a lesson and a challenge. When in the span of a shadow.
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They want to be instructed in and imbued
with the principles and doctrines of the
m Brethren in Christ, so that they might
understand as well as believe. Belief without understanding is immaturity, and belief without loyalty is mere veneer and
never forget that beyond is light. And delicate fragility. Our young people are
the darker the ebony blackness surround- eternally growing up and achieving
ing, the more brilliant is the contrasting adulthood, and have a right not only to
gleam.
know but also to understand.
As the evening shadows lengthened over
It was for the purpose of achieving
the plains of Judea and over the towers such momentous results that General Conof Jerusalem, stretching into the blackest ference last June created a committee of
night of all history, apparently everyone nine to institute a program of doctrinal
had forgotten the portent of the dazzling instruction which would involve the varibrilliance of the third morning. In the ous age levels, extending from the home,
midst of life's darkest moments, keep to the church, the Sunday School, the
looking up for the burst of light above young people's society, and on into our
the hills.
schools and colleges. To be sure this is
g. QP. 9f. a big order, but let us be assured that
under the prayers of the church-at-large,
and under the guidance of God the reConcerning a Program of
sults will be equally as great.
Indoctrination
—H. G. B.
Associate

Editor

HE merits and demerits of the question of indoctrination have been discussed and rediscussed by every secular
as well as every religious group. There
are always those who feel that in the
processes of indoctrination one becomes
guilty of thinking for someone else. They
think of this as committing the sin of
encroaching upon the personal rights of
an individual. These same people seem
to forget that by holding to such a principle, they themselves are attempting to
indoctrinate, and consequently are guilty
of the very thing which they oppose.

T

As soon as one appreciates goals and
outcomes and end-results to the point of
attempting to make available to someone else, he is subscribing to and making use of the principle of indoctrination. This is true not only of the individual, but it is also true of any group of
individuals who have associated themselves for some common cause.
A social group like the Brethren in
Christ Church is no exception to this rule.
As a church we naturally subscribe to a
code of principles, rituals, doctrines, practices, and loyalties which make it worthwhile for us to be a distinctive group.
The request of the young people for
"guidance and assistance in interpreting
the basic philosophy underlying our doctrines and practices, "which request is
listed in Sec. 4, Art. 74, General Conference Minutes of 1944, is very much to
the point. If they are to pledge constant
loyalty to our church code of basic and
abiding principles and doctrines, we owe
them a philosophical interpretation which
portrays and clarifies the worthwhileness
of the basic nature of the doctrines and
practices which are to be perpetuated.

Faith
AITH has its principles of operation.
Faith is not a fantasy, nor is it some
concrete object upon which we can take
hold and say, "Here it i s ; " and yet, it at
once becomes the most real or unreal
thing in our lives. Faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God.
Faith is a medium through which we see
the promises of God. Those who have it
are not forever talking about their faith,
but it has become indeed a part of the
soul's equipment by and through which
the promises of God are embraced and
taken into the heart and life of the Christian.
When the Word of God is carefully read,
received, and assimilated by the believer,
faith becomes clear—clear as crystal. As
some one has said, "It is as a pane of
glass which, when kept spotlessly clean
and clear, we look through and behold
the passing throng without even so much
as thinking of the windowpane." So faith
becomes the telescope through which the
heart, upon which the Word of God has
been engrafted, beholds the promises of
God, and sees them as immutable as God
Himself.—Evangelical Visitor.

F
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It is easy enough to believe only half
the gossip we hear; the trouble is we never know which half to believe.
'Tis the little things we do and say
That mean so much as we go on our
way;
A kindly deed can lift a load
From weary shoulders on the road,
Or a gentle word, like summer rain,
May soothe some heart and banish pain.
What joy or sadness often springs .
From just the simple, little things!

-
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THE CROSS AND LOST HUMANITY
Orr/e D. Voder
"God loved the world of sinners lost
And ruined by the fall:
Salvation full at highest cost,
He offers free to all."
HEN thinking of God's great love and
redemption, we can know and enjoy its fulness only when we remember
both the universality of sin and His
world-wide atonement. Among the richest blessings and experiences of God and
His love must ever be the world-wide
compass of the Cross and its salvation.
As the curse of sin due to one man's
disobedience affected the whole human
family, so God's free love at Calvary is
sufficient to penetrate every strata of hu
man society. Unless we seek to walk in
the world-wide light of the Cross, we
shall ever be limited in our thinking and
in our appreciation of God. It was God'';
world-wide love that flooded the mind of
the Apostle Paul, when he said—"The
love of Christ constraineth u s . ' (2 Cor.
5:14)

W

Originally, God created the human family as individuals, and yet made them a
unit. He redeemed the human race as a
whole yet with an individual salvation
free to any, or to all. If we. are to look
to the Cross with Spirit-opened eyes, we
cannot be limited either to a sectarian or
to a racial view of God's love. Neither
can we wilfully restrain the light of Calvary which we so much enjoy, from shining into all the world. A true appreciation of the Cross cannot but be a positive
impelling power to move us to bring the
gospel to all the world, even "to the Jew
first," and also to the Gentile.
Furthermore, the sin of Adam and Eve
left between God and the whole human
family a chasm that only Christ on the
Cross could span. Mankind has ever since
the expulsion from Eden shared a guilty
conscience and has feared to approach
God. Man feared to meet God and God
drove man from paradise. So a Mediator
between God and man, the man Christ
Jesus was given. Because God could lay
upon Him "The iniguity of us all", God
is again reconciled to man, and through
our High Priest, Christ Jesus and His
blood, we can again draw nigh to God.
(Cf. I Tim. 2: & Heb. 4)
"My God is reconciled,
His pardoning voice I hear;
He owns me for a child,
I can no longer fear.
Aaiairi it is marvelous to notice that the
Cross not only proves the unity of mankind, but recovers and preserves the same.
The human race shamelessly rent by

•

•

seisms due to sin and hatred again forgets itself as it begins to look toward the
Cross. Already when the Redeemer was
born, nations forgot their own identity
and groaning under the burden of universal sin, unitedly sought to worship and
adore the Savior.
And now as Christ goes toward His
Cross, a world of united sinners forget
their hatred for each other and cry in
unity of voice, Crucify Him, Crucify Him!
When Christ went to the Cross. He went
not because the Jews hated Him, not because the Roman soldiers crucified Him.
nor because world Rulers gave the sentence that He was to be crucified. He went
to the Cross because a sinful humanity.

Unseen Things
Maurice
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including you and me, demanded He
should. Those religious and political
leaders were but representatives of fallen
humanity who did just what you and I
would have done, had we been in their
place and they in our place. Even the
title placed above the cross which had
been written in three representative languages declared that Christ hung on the
Cross not because nor for a few, but for
all. and because all had sinned.
Lastly, let us yet notice the human family as God now looks upon it in the light
of the Cross. Above the cross is God behojding His Son hanging on the "cursed
tree", and the blood of His own Son too
has stained the cross. The human family
now with confidence again seeks God. To
the God-man on the Cross, a representative of the worst kind of humanity a
criminal and thief, asks to be remembered. To this sinner, are given the welcome
words. Paradise is again for you. and for
mankind, and to-day you shall be with
me there. "Where I see the blood, I will
pass over you."

Moore

The wind bloweth where it listeth, and
thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst
not tell whence it cometh, and whither it
goeth: so is every one that is born of the
Spirit. John 3:8.
When softly stir the mighty trees
The wind is passing by.
And yet, just who has seen the wind?
Have either you or I?
FJray tell me now from whence it comes,
And whither does it go?
How does it drive the clouds so high,
And pile in drifts the snow?
We see the golden fields of grain
Respond to its caress.
Howbeit none has seen the wind.
Yet felt it's poiv'r to bless.
When bow the proud and haughty low.
And hardened sinners cry.
To find sweet peace and rest in God
His Spirit must be nigh.
Yet who has seen the Spirit, move,
When wonders He performs
To calm the tempests of the heart,
And still life's raging storms?
How oft' we see a human face
Aglow with heav'nly light.
Yet is the source from whence it comes
Hidden from mortal sight?
God's Spirit moves throughout the
His wonders to perform.
We cannot see Him, yet we feel
His power to transform.

earth

—Delisle, Sask.

Sin drove out man from Paradise,
Left him an alien far from home;
Grace welcomes back the thief who cries
O Lamb of God! I Come I Come!
—Bannock, Ohio.

An Experience
PIONEER preacher tells of a personal
experience. He says, "In the course
of my work in a certain settlement I incurred the ill will of the leader of a gang
of horse thieves and bandits, who made
his honest boast that he would 'get me.'

A

"One afternoon a man was hurt by a
falling tree and I was sent for. To reach
the lumber camp I had to pass through
some rough, cut-over land. It was evening
as I entered it, and all at once I was overcome with fear and foreboding, which I
could not shake off until I dismounted and
laid my trouble before the Lord. I went
on unmolested.
The next day the head bandit was shot
by one of his men, and I was again summoned to a deathbed. The man confessed that on the previous night he had
lain in wait in the cut-over land, intending
to kill me, adding, 'But who were those
men who rode with y o u ? ' When I said I
was alone he screamed. 'You were not!
Two men were with you. one on either
side, and in all my life I never saw such
horses as they rode. Who were they?'
The excitement brought on a hemmorrhage.
and he fell into unconsciousness from
which he never rallied. But I have never
doubted that on the night, of mv terror
God sent me supernatural protection and
deliverance."-— JJnknow n.

-
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N NAZARETH
MPRESSIVE scenes are recorded in the life
of our blessed Lord in the fourth
chapter of the Gospel of Luke. The devil
had ended all the temptation, completely
defeated. He had tested Him. the Second
Man, and found nothing in Him. He was
the sinless, the holy One. The enemy left
Him for a season. Then the Lord returned
to Galilee. It was a return in the power
of the Spirit. The whole province was
stirred, and as He taught in their synagogues, all who heard Him glorified Him.
And now He came to His own hometown Nazareth, where He was brought up.
the Nazareth whose inhabitants had the
reputation of being ignorant people so
that it had become proverbial—"Can there
any good thing come out of Nazareth"?
Our Lord never failed to attend the synagogical services on the Sabbath, and
therefore He visited the synagogue. We
suppose it was the same synagogue to
which His virgin mother and Joseph belonged, where He attended as a boy and
listened to the reading of the Law, His
own Law, and the Prophets, the Prophets
which spoke of Him. We suppo.se it was
the custom then, as it is still in certain
synagogues, to call on some one to read
the appointed portion (called the "Haftorah".)- from the Prophets. They called
on Him that Sabbath morning and He
found the portion in Isaiah beginning
with the sixty-first chapter. He began to
read: "The Spirit of the Lord is upon
Me, because He hath anointed Me to
preach the Gospel to the poor; He hath
sent Me to heal the brokenhearted, to
preach deliverance to the captives, and
recovering of sight to the blind, to set. at
liberty them that are bruised, to preach
the acceptable year of the Lord". Then
He released the sacred scroll and gave it
back to the Rabbi. All eyes were rivettcd
upon Him.

I

Whv did He not read on? They expected Him to read the entire portion selected for that Sabbath, and here He onlv
read a few sentences in the beginning. He
gave His reason for this action when He
spoke and said, "This day is this Scripture
fulfilled in your ears". If He had read
on in Isaiah 61 He could not have spoken
thus, for the next sentence after He stopped reading, announces "the day of
vengeance of our God", the day of wrath,
followed by the promised mercies of the
kingdom. The acceptable year of the Lord
is still in which there is the preaching of
the Gospel to the poor, the healing for
brokenhearted ones, deliverance for the
captives of sin. healing for the spiritually
blind. And as He spoke, unfolding His
great mission all wondered at the gracious
words which fell from His anointed lips.
Alas! they knew Him not, for they said.

"Is not this Joseph's Son"? But how could
such words come from one, who was but
Joseph's son? But He knew "no Prophet
is accepted in his own country '. The history of the past proved it, and it is still
true. His testimony would not be accepted in His own country and in His own
city.
So He reminded them what had happened in the days of Elijah and Elisha. There
were many widows in Israel in the days
of Elijah when the heaven was shut for
three years and six months. But Elijah
was not sent unto them; the Lord instead
sent him to a widow in Sarepta, a city
in Sidon, to a widow there who was a
Gentile. There were many lepers in Israel in Elisha's day, but none of them
was cleansed saved Naaman, the Syrian.
and he was a Gentile. His own people
were passed by and the two great Prophets of such significant names "Elijah"
(My God is Jehovah) and "Elisha" (My
God is salvation), indicating our Lord's
Deity and His Saviourhood, turned to the
Gentiles. So would He, rejected by His
own, pass them by and the Gentiles would
receive the blessings. They understood
Him. When the Apostle Paul stood before the temple mob, addressing them,
they listened to him, till he said the Lord
"said unto me, Depart: for I will send
thee far hence unto the Gentiles". As

Waiting, Watching, Listening
/ am waiting, Lord, just waiting,
The passing of the night,
For soon I shall behold Thee
When faith gives place to sight.
To see Thy face, what will it be?
And dwell with Thee eternally.
I am watching for the Day Star,
Bright herald of the morn,
The signal of Thy Coming
To take me where Thou'rt gone.
For here upon earth's barren shore
There's nothing for me any more.
I am listening. Lord, just listening,
For Thy triumphant
voice,
No sound like this hath ever
Made my poor heart rejoice.
0 then, o'er death the victor,
And I shall ever be with Thee!
Fm waiting, watching,
listening,
Nor will it, be in vain.
Thou'st said, "Fll not forsake Thee,
Will surely come again."
Thy promise is the same I know
As 'twas two thousand years ago.
—Selected.
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soon as they heard this, they cried: "Away
with such a fellow from the earth: for it
j s not fit that he should live. And as they
cried out, and cast off their clothes,, and
threw dust into the air" they were ready
to murder Paul {Acts 22:21-23).
And so it was in Nazareth. All the people in the synagogue were filled with
wrath. They rose up, and thrust Him out
of the City. Then they led Him to the
brow of the hill on which Nazareth was
built, ready to cast Him down headlong.
But then He proved He was not "Joseph's son". They had Him securely in
their grasp. The mob led Him to the hill,
hut ere they could execute their murderous intention He vanished, "passing
through the midst of them went His way".
The same as it was in Jerusalem, when
they picked up stones to stone Him, and
He suddenly disappeared {John 8:59).
Though in the garb of humiliation. His
omnipotent power was at His disposal.
No one could touch the life of the holy
One. No stone could strike Him, nor
could they murder Him on the hill of
Nazareth.
His rejection today is even greater than
His rejection in the city in which He was
brougbt. They rejected Him as one garbed in a servant's form, one who had read
the Scriptures to them. How little they
knew of Him, apart from His words of
wisdom, grace and truth, and deeds of
kindness and power! They were angered
because He had spoken of the Gentile widow and the Gentile leper, because He had
indicated that mercy would be extended
to such, as His own rejected Him.
But Christendom rejects the Christ who
died, the Christ who arose from among
the dead, the Christ who is the living
Head in the highest heaven, the Head over
all things, the Head of the Church. They
reject the Christ who has demonstrated
His power in salvation through the Holy
Spirit whom He sent from heaven to earth.
In Nazareth they rejected Him as Joseph's
Son; Christendom rejects Him as the Son
of God risen from among the dead and
the living Christ. In Nazareth they rejected His words, in Christendom they reject
the Gospel sounded forth in the power of
the Spirit of God.
This ever increasing rejection is the
sign of the fast approaching end of the
age and the coming of that day of which
the sixty-first chapter of Isaiah speaks,
which the Lord refused to read in the synagogue of Nazareth, "the day of vengeance of our God".—Our Hope.
Good will is a splendid asset in ordinary as in great undertakings. It meets
all stress and strain with good-humored
patience as it smiles its way along. It wins
by making people feel good, and is one of
the best guarantees of an open road ahead!
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Houghton Mission. Tillsonburg. Ont.. Can.
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Kentucky, Albert H. Engle. Supt.
Harold Wolgemuth, Asst. Supt.
Fairview, Ella, Ky.. Warren and Anna Mae
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Garlin, Harold and Alice Wolgemuth. Imogene Snider, Gladys Kraybill.
Home Evangel, Knifley, Ky., David and
Faithe Musser, Ruby Clapper,
Beulah
Arnold, Community Nurse.
North Star Mission, Meath Park Station
Sask., Can., Lewis and Gladys Sider, Pearl
Jones.
Stowe Mission, Stowe. Pa.. John A. and Emma
L. Climenhaga, Ruth Keller.
Virginia Mission, Allisonia, Va., Leroy and
"Vida Toder, Esther Greenawalt, Edith
Institutions
Davidson.
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street. Harrisburg.
Pa.. Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron.
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Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Bro. Clarence
W. Herr, Steward, and Sr. Susan Herr.
« Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illionis, Supt.
and Matron Bro. and Sr. Paul Book.
Beulah College, Upland. California.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas. Oklahoma.
Messiah Bible College, Grantham. Pa.
Ontario Bible College. Fort Erie North, Om.
EVANGELISTIC SLATE
MARSHALL WINGER, Ontario, Canada
Garlin, Kentucky (two
meetings))
March 4 to April 15, 1945
HENRY A. GINDER
Elizabethtown, Pa
Mar. 11-25
CHARLIE B. BYERS
Waterloo, Can
Feb. 25-Mar. 18
JOEL E. CARLSON
Ontario Bible School
March
CHARLES W. RIFE
.^.Clarence Center, N. T
March
E. J. SWALM
C.P.S. Camps in U. S. A
Feb. & Mar.
GRAYBILL WOLGEMUTH
LOVE FEASTS
Leonard, Mich
Mar. 5-18
Pennsylvania
Palmyra—Good Friday
Mar. 30, 6:30 p.m.
Messiah Home—Sunday
April 8, 6:30 p.m.
Messiah Light House Chapel—Sunday
April 22, 7:00 p.m.
Fairland ....1:30 Sat., May 19 and Sun., May 20
Donegal District a t Elizabethtown Saturday
and Sunday
June 2 and 3
Beginning a t
1:00 p.m. Sat.
i
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PENNA STATE COUNCIL
Pennsylvania State Council will convene
this year April 4 and 5 a t Carlisle, Pa. All
sessions will be held in Basler Memorial
Library on the Dickinson College Campus.
Basler Memorial Library contains the College Chapel; and it is in this chapel where
all services will be held. It is located on
the corner of West High and North College
streets in Carlisle.
All persons desiring lodging will please
communicate, at their early convenience
with A. N. Lehman, Carlisle, Pa., R. R. 2.
SAFE ARRIVAL!
Just as this issue of the "Visitor" was
about to go to the press we received the
following telegram from Bish. I. U. Musser,
Secretary of the Foreign Mission Board:
"Cable received Winger, Brubaker, Wolgemuth, Hunt arrived Bulawayo."
Let us
join in thanksgiving to God for traveling
mercies.—Ed.
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
On November 4, 1944 The Christian Light
Press of Elizabethtown, Penna., opened a
temporary Book Store in Chambersburg
upon the approval of this Board. There
were no permanent fixtures purchased but
we had the use of the tables from one of
the neighboring churches and, with the help
of a number of the brethren, a very attractive display room was arranged.
The opening day brought many visitors
and many splendid comments of appreciation for the store . Throughout the Christmas season there was a favorable response
from the people of Chambersburg and the
surrounding community and as the end of
the year drew near, we felt that the project
had succeeded not only with the reception
of the store in the community but in the
amount of business done.
The Publication Board in session as of
December 19 and 20, 1944 passed a. recommendation that the project become a per(Continued on opposite page)
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News of Church Activity
manent business subject to the approval of
the General Executive Board. We are
happy to announce that the Executive
Board passed favorably on the project and
that tentative plans are under way for the
opening of a permanent Book Store under
the supervision of The Christian Light
Press.
The Board in their recent meeting passed
a recommendation that the various congregations in the vicinity of Chambersburg be solicited to take up an offering to
help purchase equipment for the store.
Since the inauguration of the Merchandising Department at Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania, known as The Christian Light
Press, under pur Board, we have not been
able to give them sufficient capital for the
operation of their work. The business at
Elizabothtown has succeeded in spite of
limited capital and we are appealing to the
Brotherhood to make investments by annuities in the interest of this particular
phase of the Lord's work. We can commend this worthy enterprise to our Brotherhood as being a good investment, and if
you are interested, we suggest that you
contact one of the members of the Publication Board.
Above all, we ask you to pray that the
activities of our Merchandising Department
will be a spiritual benefit to our Church.
Brethren in Christ Publication Board, Inc.
Laban W. Wingert, R. 1, Chambersburg, Pa.
Carl J. Carlson, 6039 Halsted St., Chicago.
Ohmer -JJ. Herr, R. 1, Clayton, Ohio.
L. H. 'Mann, R. 1, Clayton, Ohio.
C. E. Clouse, R. 1, Nappanee, Indiana.
Henry A. Ginder. R. 2, Manheim, Pa.
Elmer L. Steckley, O.B.S., Fort Erie North,
Ontario, Canada.
GENERAL CONFERENCE OF 1945
At the meeting of the Board of Directors
of the Brethren in Christ Church on January 2, 1945, it was thought advisable to
continue the practice of a restricted General Conference 'for the year 1945 with a
few minor changes.
The General Conference is to convene on
the Messiah Bible College campus, Grantham, Pennsylvania, on Wednesday evening,
June 6, 1945 for a Love Feast and a Communion Fellowship Service. Many of the
General Church Boards will wish to meet
on the morning of this date, while still
others will need to meet the day before.
Quite a number of the Boards felt
cramped and crowded for time during the
Conferences of 1943 and 1944. It is, therefore, thought best to experience a preliminary meeting at 9:00 A. M. Thursday
for the "roll call of General Church Boards
and Standing Committees" as provided by
the Constitution and By Laws, Art. IV,
Sec. 11, Item (a). The "General Conference proper shall convene promptly at
9:00 A. M. Friday" as per Item (b). This
will then extend the General Conference
over Sunday through Monday and possibly
Tuesday. Delegates should be prepared to
stay till Tuesday, if necessary.
This means that the General Conference
Program Committee will provide programs
for Thursday, and Sunday, and evangelistic
meetings or otherwise during the evenings
for the delegates and community people
A
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who are not engaged on Board or Committee work.
It was further decided that all people
other than General Conference Members
provide their own entertainment. In consultation with Bish. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., it
was noted that Messiah Bible College could
accommodate a few guests with night lodging over and above the General Conference
membership. In any event, guests other
than General Conference members should
make their own reservations for night lodgings, by mail, before arriving on the conference grounds. The General Conference
is not responsible for such accommodation,
except for its own members.
Attention should also be called to the
fact that General Conference makes no provision for meals for those who are not
members of the General Conference. Guests
are welcome, if they provide their own
meals, either by carrying a basket lunch or
purchasing it at the lunch counter or at
some tea room.
Guests who wish to attend the all day
services on Sunday, should remember that
the Campus lunch counter will not be open
on Sunday.
Due to conjested public transportation
facilities, it is suggested that whenever
possible, use transportation other than
trains and busses. This would hold both for
the members and the guests of conference.
Already quite a number of reports are
in from the different districts to be included on the General Conference program.
This is gratifying. According to the Constitution and By-Laws all material, such as
district and state council items, reports of
committees, summarized financial reports
of all the church institutions, etc., shall be
in "the hands of the General Conference
Secretary not later than April 15th of each
Conference year." If possible please send
yours in before April 1. This will help in
getting a copy of the General Conference
program into the hands of each member
of Conference one month before the convening of the General Conference.
Let each one pray for the General Conference of 1945. Indications are that questions of momentous importance are to be
considered. Then too, our country is in a
state of flux. If there should be a need for
a change of present plans, we need to be
ready to acquiesce.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Henry G. Brubaker, Secy.

Canada
WAIN FLEET—We are glad to be able to
write that the Lord has again answered
prayer in giving us a gracious revival. Eld.
Wm. Lewis came on Jan. 15 and was with
us three weeks.
We were in the midst of an old-fashioned
Canadian winter, with more snow than for
many years, completely blocking some
roads and making others impassible. The
church being located on a main highway
and a number of our families living along
the same route, made it possible to continue the services. Considering the attendance was good throughout.
The messages, while definitely given for
the whole congregation, were especially applicable to the younger people of whom
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Wainfleet has a very fine body. Real strides
forward were taken by most of them, and
with others the indwelling of the Holy
Spirit became a definite experience. Others
sought the Saviour for the pardon of their
sins. This has proven to be a real stimulus
to the whole body.
A number gave themselves to fasting and
prayer, and during the last week, afternoon
prayer services were held in the church.
We pray that God may continue to use
His servant who laboured so faithfully with
us, and that the work here may rebound to
His glory.
—Cor.

India na
'GARRETT, I N D . _ Our winter revival
is now history, but a very pungent memory
lingers on. On January 21 Eld. Marshal
Winger came to serve as our evangelist for
two weeks. Though weather conditions were
at odds with us the attendance was better
than usual.
As we listened to Bro. Winger proclaiming the great Gospel truths we were reminded so often of Mark 1:3 "The voice of
one crying in the wilderness." May God
give us more preachers and laity too, who
will cry against sin instead of just blinking and then go on as before.
We give God the glory for the wonderful
victories in the Church itself. Truly our
faith is strengthened anew as we saw once
more that "God is Able."
May we share with you a few of the
nuggets gathered from Bro. Winger's sermons.
"No one can save a drowning man until
he himself has mastered the waves."
"If we would die well, we must live as
God's peculiar treasure."
"Judgment will reveal what death does
not."
"One .peculiarity of Christians is, they
love their enemies."

Ohio
HIGHLAND—On Tuesday evening, January 30, Brother Rosenberry came to us to
help in a revival campaign which did prove
to be a revival in many hearts, and we
trust and pray will continue alway. Although the roads were partially blocked
with snow and were very slippery with ice,
during most of the nearly three weeks of
meetings, the faithful few regularly attended and labored in testimony, prayer
and fasting until conviction fell as a
blanket on the people.
We are happy to report that a number
responded to the Spirit of God. There were
some reclaimed and others prayed until
the old-time Pentecostal Power and blessing fell. When the risers were released
there was shouting and praising in the oldfashioned way.
There were many comments on the fearless straight Holy Ghost preaching—may
the Lord bless our dear Bro. Rosenberry as
he continues in this great work of evangelism.The Pastor, E. J. Rohrer.
FAIRVIEW, Englewood, O.—Our revival
commenced Jan. 2nd and continued for
three weeks with Bro. Ray Witter of
Kansas as evangelist. Bro. Witter was
called home during the second week of
meetings for a funeral. Bro. Wm. Engle
of the Dayton Mission served as the evangelist for a few nights.
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The attendance was fairly good considering the bad conditions of the roads. The
messages from both our brethren were very
inspiring and helpful. Some knelt at the
altar and some hands were raised for
prayer. May the Lord bless our brethren
as they continue to labor in other parts of
God's vineyard.
—Cor.
BEULAH CHAPEL, Springfield — Our
love feast was a two day period of rich
blessing as the Lord so faithfully manifested his presence. Bro. Carl Carlson's
messages of truth were very helpful and
deeply appreciated. Sunday afternoon Sr.
Engle gave a touching message on their
work in India and her return home. At
the close of Bro. Carlson's message on Sunday afternoon there was an altar service.
The Spirit so sweetly came down in our
midst and for about two hours the Lord
was magnified by songs and testimonies.
One sister said that God had definitely met
her need.
Bro. Earl Sider came to us on November 19 for a two week's revival. It seems
to me that any individual who open-heartedly listened to his Spirit-filled and directed messages on repentance, confession, restitution, death of the old man and heart
holiness would never again need to ask the
question, What must I do to be saved or
sanctified? The saints were encouraged and
blessed by the truth as well as the response souls gave to the altar calls. Nine
souls knelt at the altar and the most of
them testified to definite help received. One
man was a drunkard, but that' particular
night he decided to stop at the revival instead of the saloon. He was deeply convicted and gloriously saved. He still manifests'-definite victory as well as growth in
peace from week to week.
Our young people arranged an interesting Christmas program. Two chalk pictures were drawn as the children sang
Christmas songs. The first was the manger
scene by Bonnie Payne and the second, the
scene of three wise men by Eldon Pitzer.
A group of children accompanied by several
young people sang carols in the community
surrounding the church on Christmas eve.
Our pastor Bro. O. B. Ulery who has
been absent from our services since New
Year's Day because of a serious ailment of
the back is slowly recovering. He has been
bedfast most of the time and is finding
the Lord very precious through this trial of
affliction.
—Cor.
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conditions, God met their needs. We do the pleadings of the Holy Spirit. We pray
praise God for calling the youth of our that they may yet yield to God before
•they are eternally lost.
congregation.
Bro. Engle stressed the need for diligent
The presence of our pastor, Rev. Wenger,
was greatly missed during the first week study of God's word and daily devotion in
and a half of our meetings, during which prayer so that we may be conscious of
time he was hospitalized with a broken heaven's blessing on our soul from one
ankle, but we were happy to have him back revival until the next. We trust that those
with us again before the close of the serv- who sought God in this service as well as
ail the believers will heed this admonition
ices.
For this period of spiritual refreshing and be found among the redeemed throng
and revival, we thank God, and trust His that shall crown Him Lord of All.
We wish the rich blessing of God upon
blessing shall continue to rest upon our
work at Carlisle, and that He will greatly Bro. Engle as he goes to other fields of
use Rev. Minter as he continues to pro- labor to help garner in the lost souls on
claim God's Word in other fields.—R. G. L. the plains of sin.—Cor. D. H. B.
CANOE CREEK—Our Sunday School attendance has dropped a little the last quarter. A family of five has moved from our
midst and we feel it keenly. Will you remember us in your prayers that teachers
will be available to carry on the work of
the Lord.
We have a near brother who is suffering
from an outward cancer of the neck. His
suffering has been intense but with it all
his testimony is clear. Pray for his home
and family. Maybe God will see fit to raise
him from his bed.
Our latest report is that our revival will
start March 4th. Pray for Bro. Allen Brubaker that he may come filled to give the
gospel, and souls might be saved.
Oct., Nov., Bee. financial Report
J. Mark Keefer
$10.00
Walter and Anna Grove
.
3.00
Des Moines S. S
7.0S
Musser and Velma. Martin
5.00
Bro. and Sr. Long
16.00
Bro. Miller
4.20
Elizabeth Long
50
Bro. and Sr. Grey
27.25
Bro. and Sr. Sine
2.00
Chapel Offerings
24.93
Sale of Hog
43.44
Arthur and Anna Grove
17.79
$161.19
Expenditures
Groceries
_
$48.77
Stove Gas
10.00
Hog and goat feed
22.12
Car repair, gas and tire
27.20
Coal and wood
29.83
Repairs
1-62
Electric
11.30
Mission needs
10.35
$161.19
Donations
A sister, bread and meat; Barrs, dried corn;
Bro. and Sr. Musser Martin, 2 bags potatoes;
H. Walls, red beets, doughnuts, C. Clappers,
2 rabbits; Bro. and Sr. Oldham, quarter of
beef; J. L. Myers, eggs, pumpkins.

Pennsylvania

We thank each one who has contributed
to the Mission with food stuffs. May God
bless each who has given so kindly.
Arthur and Anna Grove.

CARLISLE—The revival spirit was already in our midst ere our special series
of meetings, with Rev. John Minter, as
evangelist, began on January 10th.
God had been blessing the efforts and
answering the prayers of the group who
met each Sunday morning in the prayer
room, following the morning service. This
prayer room period has been a definite
time and place where we have met God and
where He has met us.
Bro. Minter came to us with the love of
God and a real burden for souls. He was
. not afraid to declare the whole truth of
God's Word, and the promise, "My word
shall not return unto me void," was fulfilled in our midst.
The second Sunday of our services was
our semi-annual decision day in our S. S.
As the invitation was given, a number of
our S. S. children and young people responded to the call and as they met the

CHAMBERSBURG—On Sunday evening,
December 17, 1944, a three week revival
was started at Zion Mission Church with
Eld Albert Engle of Grantham as evangelist
Our brother's
straight-forward,
heart-searching messages given under the
inspiration of God were appreciated by the
congregation as was evidenced by good attendance throughout the meeting. The
faith of the saints was strengthened as we
were told of the reward of the righteous,
while sinners and backsliders were made
conscious of the eternal doom that awaits
those who reject the call of God.
The Holy Spirit was faithful in convicting souls of their spiritual needs. Unusually deep conviction was very evident the
last night of the meeting when sinners
wept because of condemnation for sin. We
are thankful for those who yielded to God
but we are deeply concerned for those who
were almost persuaded but still said no to

PHILADELPHIA MISSION—Our fall revival campaign did not produce the fruit
we wished to see. Our evangelist, Elder
John Rosenberry, did not spare in giving
the Word, but preached it mightily. Even
though results were not as we desired, we
know God has laid new foundations. As
we write this article, the last of February,
we can see fruit now being produced as a
result of the revival campaign.
The worship services have been very well
attended since the revival campaign. The
Sunday School enrollment has increased by
about 14% and the average attendance has
increased by about 13% since the middle of
September, for which we give God the
glory.
Two missionary services were held during this quarter. The first was on October
15th when Elder and Sister Arthur Climenhaga were our speakers. The attendance was good, the offering was better, and
the messages were the best.
The Women's Missionary Society sponsored the second missionary service, which
was held on December 3rd. The speakers
for this service were Elder and Sister
Amos Ginder, and Sister Anna Wolgemuth.
The service was also well attended and the
messages were God-given.
We' had the privilege of having Elder
and Sister Bert Winger and the Brubaker
children leave for Africa from our station
in November. A blessed time was enjoyed
by them and their friends the last few
hours before their departure for their new
field of labor.
We wish to thank God again for the way
He has so graciously supplied our material
needs. Along with many individual donations, God sent in a great donation from
the Rapho District in October. We pray
God will bless and increase the Brethren
in the Rapho District as well as the others
who have contributed to our material support.
We wish to thank all who have been
holding up the Philadelphia Mission to God
in their prayers. We pray and trust you
will continue, and God bless you all.
Financial Report for October, November
and December
Chapel Offerings
$372.30
Cash offerings
21.09
Meryle Grasse (Board)
42.00
Alvin Thuma (Board)
42.00
Anita Breckbill (Board)
85.00
••telephone Toll
15.72
Pear] Wenchinski
9.00
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Denterville
5.00
Mrs. McCaully
50
Manheim Sunday School
25.00
Mrs. John Davis
3.00
Bernice Hillpot and friend
2.00
A Friend
1.00
Rapho District
10.00
Mrs. Koch
1.00
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Friche
2.00
Bro. and Sr. Jacob Hess
3.00
Sally Myers
2.10
Sr. Helen Bowers
1.00
A Friend
.'... 10.00
Sr. Rebecca Schock
12.00
Blanche Landis
1.00
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Bro. and Sr. John Kreider
5.00
A Friend
5.00
Sr. Lydia Brubaker
1.00
Sr. Sadie Book
1.00
Bro. and Sr. Stoner
3.00
Bro. and Sr. Roy Beltz
50.00
Eld. and Sr. Richard Odgers
1.00
Concordville Prayer Meeting
5.00
Fairland Sewing Class (Lebanan, Pa. 10.00
Two Friends
2.00
Sister Gladys C. Hillpot
3.00
Brother & Sister Mark Keefer
10.00
Sister Lovina Jarrell
3.00
C. Blauvelt
2.00
P. T. C. Paul Young
1.00
Cpl. Jesse Young
1.00
A Friend
'.
2.00
Mr. & Mrs. David Leber
10.00
Mrs. James W. Frank
10.00
Assembly of the Brethren
6.00
October 1, 1944 - Deficit
74.76
Kitchen
174.80
Milk
36.54
Coal
11.39
Wholesale Groceries
9.53
Gas
9-86
Electric
24.71
Telephone
35.66
Car Expenses
12.99
Lumber and Glass
13.01
Stamps and Stationary
21.50
Foreign Mission Board
2S.58
Material to Cover Dining Room Chairs 18.00
Elder John Rosenberry—Evangelist
154.29
Painting Rear of Mission Home
85.00
Unpaid Donations
10.00
Electric Light Bowl for Chapel Light .. 6.00
Rev. Lawrence Wode—Guest Speaker .. 5.00
Misc
67
$732.36
Balance on hand December 31, 1944 19.35
$751.71
October, November, and December
Benevalent Fund Report
Balance Forwarded
$ 89.23
$751.71
Total Receipts—Oct., Nov., & Dec. .. 27.89
Total
$117.12
Total Expenditures, Oct., Nov.,
Dec
,.... 38.52
Bal. on hand, Dec. 31, 1944
$ 78.60
We wish to acknowledge and thank the
following for provisions and footstuffs:
American Stoves Co.
Rapho District
Mr. &; Mrs. Anthony Grasse
Sister" Elizabeth Kraybill
Mr. Mrs. Anthony Grasse
Brother & Sister» Judson Hill
Sister William J. Rosenberry
The Four Philadelphia Workers .
MANHEIM — Evangelistic services from
January 7 to 21 with Eld. Monroe Dourte
as the evangelist. Bro. Dourte brought us
heart-searching messages, souls were made
to see their need, some raised their hands
for prayer. A few sought God at an altar
of prayer for a deeper experience. We
thank God for those who received help but
there are many more who need God, especially our boys and girls in the Sunday
School.
The attendance was good with the exception of a few nights. During the second
week services could not be held for four
nights because people were snow bound, including the evangelist. We pray God's richest blessing upon our Bro. Dourte as he
continues to tell this wonderful story of
love.

— MARRIAGES —
DIEHl-CKIDEB—On
Thursday
evening
February 22 at 6 P.M. at the home of Bishop
Charlie B. Byers there occurred the marriage
of Sr. Sarah Crider of Shippensburg, Pa., to
Bro. Simon Diehl aslo of Shippensburg. Pa.
Bishop Byers officiated.
They will reside at the Diehl homestead
near Shippensburg
May God's blessing attend them through
life.

— OBITUARIES —
BURTCH—Martha J. Burtch wife of AVebster Burtch was born September 15, 1874 and
died February 13, 1945, aged 71 years.
She leaves to mourn: her husband, one
daughter, Dora E. Ebersole and one grand-
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son, one sister and a number of relatives
and many friends.
Sister Burtch had not been in good health
for some few years, but took seriously ill
a few days before death. She was taken to
Dunnville Hospital, where she lived only a
few days.
Sister Burtch and her husband were definitely converted about forty two years ago.
Bro. Burtch was helped in a revival at Black
Creek Church held by Bro. J. R. Zook, and
soon they were definitely led of the Lord to
unite with the Brethren in Christ Church at
AVainfleet. She will be greatly missed as a
wife by Bro. Burtch and as a kind neighbor
by all who knew her.
Funeral services were held on Wednesday
afternoon February 14 from the house, and
from the Wainfleet Church, conducted by
Bish. L. Shoalts assisted by Eld. Jesse Sider.
Text James 4:14.
Interment in Zions cemetery.
CRIST—Mrs. Mary Cassell Crist, daughter
of John & Leah Blosser, was born August I,
1858 at Dillsburg, Pa., and departed this life
J a n u a r y 28, 1945, in Springfield, Ohio, at the
age of 86 years, 5 months and 28 days.
In 1876 she was united in marriage to
David Cassell who preceded her in death in
1922. To this union were born 6 children:
3 sons, 2 of whom survive her, Charles M.
of Springfield, John R. of New York City,
and one son Elmer H. who also preceded her
in death in 1939: three daughters, Mrs. Harry
Brandle, Mrs. Lottie Nicewanner, and Mrs.
Mary A. Byers, all of Springfield: ten grandchildren and eleven great grandchildren, together with many friends and relatives.
Her early married life was spent in the
vicinity of Dillsburg, Pa., the family later
moving near Urbana, Ohio, in the settlement
known as Pretty Prairie. The later years of
her life were lived in Springfield.
In 1926 she was married to Alfred Crist,
and this union was broken by his death about a year later.
Upon coming to Ohio she had attended the
Pleasant Hill Methodist Church. There she
sought and found the Lord as her Saviour.
She often told of the great joy that came to
her heart that day, when the Lord witnessed
to her that she was His child. Locating in
Springfield about twenty-five years ago, she
united in fellowship with the Brethren in
Christ, and her greatest delight was to attend
the services and enjoy the fellowship of
God's people. Her testimony was often heard
in praise to_ God.
Funeral services were held Tuesday afternoon, January 30, a t Beulah Chapel, with Eld.
Carl J. Ulery in charge. Text: Rev. 14:13.
Interment in Fletcher Cemetery.
CRUM—Sarah Ann Crum was born at Freeman, South Dakota. March 31, 1921, died at
Willard. Ohio February 1, 1945, aged 23 years,
10 months and one day. Very early in life
she was converted and remained faithful until
death. On May 2S, 1939 she was united in
marriage to E. S. Crum, music teacher at Sunnyside Bible School, Freeman, S. D. Later
they went to North Brook. Illinois where her
husband was engaged in teaching music.
Since last fall Sister Crum has been in
failing health, often complaining of severe
headaches. This winter she felt so much better that on January 31, she in company with
her three children and a nurse, started on a
trip to Washington, D. C. to visit her husband's parents. In Ohio she became very ill
and went into a coma. She was taken off the
train and put into a hospital at AVillard. Ohio
where she passed away February 1, before
her husband could reach her bed side.
On February 7 a short service was held at
the house of her father in Freeman, S. D. in
charge of Dr. Fehr, Topeka, Kansas. The body
was then taken to the gymnasium of Freeman
College where further services were conductd by Rev. J. J. Adrian (M.B.) in German and
Rev. Wipf (K.M.B.) in English. Text Prov.
14:32. The male quartette of the E.M.B.
Church sang several selections.
Sister Crum leaves to mourn her early departure her husband, three small children, her
father, Elder J. J. Engbrecht, Freeman. S. D.,
two sisters, an aged grandmother, and many
relatives and friends. The large attendance
at t h j funeral gave evidence of the high
esteem in which she was held.
At the grave Rev. Wipf read several portions of Scripture and prayed. Interment in
the cemetery two miles east of Silver Lake.
S. D.
HINKIE—Anna Mary Hinkle, widow of
of John Hinkle, of Marietta, Pa., departed
this life February 10, 1945 at her home following a short illness. Sr. Hinkle was seventy years of age, a daughter of the late Jacob
R. and Ellen Dietz Strickler, of Spring
Garden Township, York County, Pa.
Surviving are a son, Laverne of Marietta:
two grandchildren; a foster daughter, Pearl,
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wife of Morris Emenheiser, Marrietta, R 2.
also these brothers and sisters: Mrs.
Casandra Landis, Hatfield; Mrs. Maggie For« ry, Columbia, R 2; Mrs. Samuel Rosenberger,
Palmyra; Jacob D. Strickler, Mount Joy, R 1;
and Elmer G. Strickler, Elizabethtown.
Funeral services at the Cross Roads
Church, Florin, Pa., on February 14, 1945,
were conducted by Bishop I. W. Musser assisted by Eld. Leroy Walters.
Text Philippians 1:21.
Interment in adjoining cemetery.
HOOVER—Bro. Amos Hoover passed to his
eternal reward at his home in Orrstown, Pa.,
on January 26, 1945. He was born in the year
187U the son of the late Samuel R. and Mary
Roher Hoover.
He was converted in the year 1891 and later
united with the Brethren in Christ Church.
For 18 years he served the church as deacon, rendering the North Franklin District
the most efficient and faithful service; not
only in official capacity, but his life as a
follower of Christ was very exemplary. He
was serving as deacon and district treasurer
at the time of his death. The Air Hill congregation will especially miss Bro. Hoover's
regular attendance at their services. Bro.
Hoover often expressed himself in the words
of the song, "When I've gone the last mile
of the way, I will rest at the close of the
d£ y," thus maki l g the joy of the Lord his
strength.
In 1890 he was united in marriage to Bessie Mitchell who survives him; also the following half brothers and sisters; Raymond
Hoover, Hagerstown, Md.; Mrs. Mable Maxwell, Roxbury, Pa.. Sr. Elsie Hile, Orrstown,
Pa.
The funeral was held from the home on
January 29, with further services at the Air
Hill Church conducted by Bish. Charlie Byers
and Eld. Harvey Musser. Interment in cemetery adjoining the Church.
MARTIN—Amos H. Martin, aged 75 years,
of Mount Joy, Route 1, Pa., passed away at
the Lancaster General Hospital January 31,
1945 after an illness of several weeks. He
was born in Mount Joy Township, a son of
the late Bishop Aaron and Cornelius Heisey
Martin. Bro. Martin is survived by his wife
who was Frances Hostetter; one daughter,
Rhoda H., wife of Paul A. Martin; four grandchildren, one sister and three brothers. Ezra,
David and Mrs. Emma Hershey, of Elizabethtown, Pa., and John of Lancaster, Pa.
Funeral services were held from the home
of his son-in-law and daughter, Paul A.
Martin on Sunday February 4, 1945 with
further services at the Cross Roads Church,
Florin, Pa; conducted by Bishop I. W. Musser, assisted by Eld. Harry Brubaker.
Text Rev. 21:4.
Interment in Mt. Tunnel cemetery at
Elizabethtown, Pa.

Protestantism Faces the Peace
(Continued from page two)
conscientious objectors; indeed, the rights
of C.O.'s were defended.
Moreover, the Protestant churches are
gloriously becoming aware of the fact that
God's great Commission impels them to
view the whole world as our "parish". A.
L. Warnshuis of the Dutch
Reformed
church had just returned from a trip to
continental Europe. He reminded us of the
great suffering of European Christians, its
return to the Word of God, its great desire
for the faith (the root) and works (the
fruit) testimony. In personal conversation
he gave the thrilling story of how the Dutch
Mennonites have refused to join in persecuting the Jews of beleaguered Holland.
Prom Asia, too, came men like Bishop Lee
of Singapore, William Axling of Japan,
Stanley Jones of India, warning the delegates that no narrow Americanism is adequate for missionary-minded Christians.
These and many other facts could be given to show that Protestantism has come a
long way since 1914-18 when preachers presented arms, when Christ donned the khaki,
when hymns of hate were sung to words of
carnal strife.
Note, however, my second reaction: Protestantism is still committed to a policy of
wilful compromise in relation to the politi(Continued on next page)
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VENGEANCE OR VICTORY
•

S

OME ONE has blamed you, berated you
and broken you? What Christian has
not suffered this along with you? Some
one has underated, underestimated, and undermined you? All this was the lot of
your Lord also—be patient, be silent.
But you say they gloat and glory and
are glad at your humiliation? They are
of the same sort and kind that gathered
about His Cross, and He endured them and
will give you strength to endure without a
murmur.
Yes, they magnify your offense and minify your defense? Small carnal souls always do such; it is a mark of low spirituality, if any, so put away your fret and
feeling because of this and arise in His
victory. Surely they ihave wounded you,
they did Him. They have broken you?
They broke His heart. He had all you are
having and can ever have; therefore, bear
a little more bravely.
But you say, "I must have vengeance"?
Then dear friend, I am commissioned to
rebuke you, as much as I love you and because I do love you.
In modern interrogation—"Where did
you get t h a t ? " Vengeance is not in the
Bible, but it does belong to the old human
heart in its natural state and that is where
you got it—so be ashamed—many times
ashamed! Let your shamefacedness come
up before God! You want vengeance?
Will you add to your sorrow the sin of
theft? To whom does vengeance belong?
Will you be caught with that which belongs to another? Dear friend, you shock
and surprise me. Vengeance is not yours
fierefore covet not the prerogative of God,
for in His hands only, is vengeance safe.
Do you think a lighted and sizzling
bomb of high explosives a fit thing for
the plaything of a child? A thousand
times more fitting than for vengeance to
be in your hands. Besides, if you want
vengeance in your hands, it is evident it is
in vour heart.
Do you tell me that you have murder
in yourlheart? Is your heart a murderer's
nest? You are not better than those who
cried: "Crucify Him! Crucify H i m ! " Do
you belong to that cross crowd? Then I
regret my soul has in the past consorted
with you. You are not fit for Christian
companionship. Severe words, I know, but
only to call you from vengeance to victory!
You say "vendetta;" I am pleading for
victory. Are you but a Castillian bandit
with a stiletto awaiting in ambush for the
obiect of your curse and oath, or are you
a Christian brother waiting for flie opportunity to bless and curse not? Your soul
is in a state of feud! You are tribal in
instinct and not triumphant in Christ. I
thought your heart and life was evangelized but it appears to be less than
A

•

semi-civilized.
And you say, "My time will come." Far
better if He has His time and yours never
comes. Do you know that for retaliation
on the part of the Christian there is no
justification? Why not forever put away
the vendetta and take victory? Why not,
as God for Christ's sake forgave you, so
also forgive those who have sinned against
you? I beseech you, hearken unto me.
I know it is shameful, the things Christians do to Christians. When will Christians be Christians? When will Christian-workers love each other? When will they
be zealous in the work and no longer
jealous of the workers? When will they
learn that if any be overtaken by a fault,
they must be restored? When will those
"that are spiritual restore such an o n e ? "
0 that Christians would be Christians! But
no matter what they do—as for you the
path is plain; walk in love. Let God take
the vengeance from you and work His
victory in you! Forgive as He forgave,
and you will find the fruit of the Spirit in
fullness and plentitude. Amen.
NOTE: The above is the gist of a letter
to a friend who had been unkindly treated
by other Christians. May God give it application to yet other hearts.—(Ed).
— The Wonderful Word.

When the Night is Filled
With Wonder
Charles R.

Stump

When the night is full of wonder,
Looking far above, and yonder
Into that distant starry world
Where in ages long have whirled
Those bright gems of cosmic treasure,
I glimpse a bit of His creative pleasure.
How dim my eyes to see those lights afar,
Mysterious world of planet and of star;
Leaving unfixed the day when they were
•new.
When came they with the spacious
blue?
When was lit the suns brilliant glow?
And when were set the colors in the
bow?
Oh, could I wish! one wish to know—
When was begun those ages long ago?
When darkness ruled on earth instead
Of those prime colors, the yellow, blue
and red?
What epochs long had flashed the light,
Ere time was counted first as day a)nd
night.
Was it when all things were so new
Were born the Red the White the Blue?
And were those stripes we much adore
Also wove by His loom of yore?
He called them, good, all things He made.
Yet on His only Son cruel stripes were
laid.
—Marion, Ind.
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Protestantism Faces the Peace
(Continued from page nine)
cal order. The words of Hebrews 10:26
came to me during these sessions: "For if
we sin wilfully after that we have received
the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth
no more sacrifice for sins." Which is to say,
that compromise takes away the significance
of Calvary!
One leader said, "Our job is to state the
Christian ideal and then step it down to
reality."
Broadly speaking, Protestantism
took a position like this: get the best you
can but do not withdraw support if you
cannot get the perfectly Christian answer;
all compromises short of the ideal are to
be accepted provisionally and temporarily in
the hope of gradual triumph. When your
nation is the helpless victim of this subChristian policy then compromise looks bad.
As a case in point, the Polish leaders at the
conference were very bitter about United
Nations' policy in connection with Poland.
That land has been partitioned "by the Soviets and a phoney pro-Communist government has been placed in the saddle at Lublin. I also heard the leaders from the Baltic
nations of Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania
protesting Russian ruthlessness. Yet, most
Christians would probably be forced to say:
this is unfortunate but it must be supported if we are to have the help of Russia.
The pivot of this whole issue was the
now-famous Dumbarton Oaks proposal of
the United Nations. It is a world organization to be dominated by America, Russia,
England—the Big Three!—and possibly
China and France. They are to keep the
"peace" of the world by force, a proposal
which non-resistance cannot accept. The
Dumbarton Oaks plan, to be sure, was
splendidly amended to insure greater justice. That the nations will adopt these
amendments is highly questionable. As I
write, the newspapers report that Stalin,
Churchill and Roosevelt have just concluded their meeting at Yalta in the Crimea (I
went through this old Czarist palace during
my visit there in 1938—Yalta is the Miami,
Flordia, of Russia.) It would appear from
this meeting that these nations are to dominate the world in the name of peace—a
combination more likely to lead to further
strife and ill will.
The whole Cleveland experience, in my
opinion, confirms the traditional non-resistant analysis of the political order: it is a
fallen order ordained of God to keep order
among sinners through sub-Christian standards. Every issue in politics is a choice
among relativities which fall short of the
Gospel. Some political choices, quite obviously, are better than others. But, to
achieve a complete, totally satisfying expression of Christ in the political order is
virtually an impossibility. The articulate
pacifists of the conference were willing to
support Dumbarton Oaks with the nine
amendments—I heard no dissenting voice.
Yet, even with the amendments Dumbarton
Oaks is based on force, colored by the trimmings of organization. I cannot square this
with New Testament ethics.
I have the deepest respect for those noble
Christians who seek to apply Christian
ethics to politics. I tried it for ten years
in various parts of the peace movement. I
wish it could be done. But, until governments openly embrace Jesus Christ at the
very heart of their life, this effort will remain noble but illusory. Menno saw this
400 years ago. Maybe we haven't outgrown
him after all!
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SIN O N EXHIBITION
Mrs. Fannie Erb
E hear people say, "If God is a God
of love, why does He allow so
much suffering to go on? Why doesn't
He stop this awful war? Why does He
allow wicked people to live on and on in
their wickedness?"
In order to answer these questions, we
must compass the whole Universe, realizing that God's government and jurisdiction extends far into the past, and far
into the future of this little truant world
of His; that "Time", is only a big slice
cut out of eternity; that God has a purpose and a plan that covers eternity, so
that things that may puzzle us now, will
all be clear when the final purpose is materialized.

W

Our state Colleges and Universities,
have a department where harmful insects.
and destructive diseases of plants, and
vegetation, are allowed to develop and
then they begin to experiment, until they
find something that will successfully
eradicate, and destroy these pests. But
God has a remedy already in mind, the
"Lamb slain from the foundation of the
world", (Rev. 13:8) before He ever
launched the world. It was a remedy that
would fully cleanse from sin, and give
victory over it.
So v God has a divine purpose in allowing sin to run its fearful course; nor does
He intend to stop it until the cup of iniquity is full (Gen. 15:16.) He wants to
make such a complete example of the fearfulness of sin, that it never again can enter His domain. We stand aghast at the
ravages of sin. We see its baneful and
ghastly effects; we feel its cruel fangs,
and relentless hold on body and soul,
until the soul is set at liberty thru the
precious blood of Christ, but still the
body suffers pain, knows sorrow, anguish
of spirit, and must meet the monster
death, which are all the results of sin.
Another of God's purposes in permitting sin to dominate in this old sin-cursed
world, is to show forth His righteousness.
Humility can only be shown up alongside of pride. Love must over-come hate;
patience impatience; integrity, and loyalty against dishonesty, stubborness, selfishness, and greed.
If God would only allow the pleasure
sin imparts, deceptive and fleeting as it
is. He never could reveal sin in all of its
hideousness and vileness. If we wish to
see how far sin can go in one human
heart, look at Hitler, a man whose wicked
cruelty has touched every nation in this
world-wide war. Thousands driven from
their homes; many thousands put to death
in the most cruel manner, even buried alive, but it can't be other-wise if sin is as
dreadful as God says it is, and the devil
is the terrible enemy the Bible tells us

i

he is. For the devil is the god
of this world; only he is on a leash, and
can go only as far as God permits. But
God says in His infallable Word, that if
we sow the wind, we shall reap the whirlwind. (Hosea 8:7) This refers to nations
as well as to individuals. We have sown
the wind, and we are now reaping the
whirl-wind. Even now with the terrors of
war upon us, there are only a few that
are drawn God-ward; the masses are still
going hell-ward, with break-neck speed,
because sin has such a mighty grip upon them, and the devil has entrapped and
deceived them. We cannot expect or hope
for a better world, until Jesus has set
up His own righteous government, and
the devil is chained in the bottomless pit.
The only gleam of hope and satisfaction
we can have, is, that each one for himself or her-self, can seek God for the forgiveness of his or her actual transgressions; can be born again a true child of
God; then can consecrate, ask God to give
them a clean heart, sanctify them thru
the precious blood of Christ, baptize them
with the Holy Ghost and fire, eradicate
even the root of sin, give them grace to
live a life of holiness all their days, and
then take them home to Heaven, where
sin will never more come. Praise the
Lord!
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praise Him, and the rest He will restrain.
(Psalms 76:10). God notes every tear,
registers every heart-ache, weighs every
burden and pain,—all the results of sin.
He uses them to polish, and refine His
saints. One man that was slowly being
crushed to death, by the contracting of a
yak skin in the hot sun, in which he was
incased, (they say the most cruel death
any one can go thru) when asked whether
he would recant, replied, "If I had a thousand lives, and I had to give them all in
this way, I would do i t " ! What a victory, what a triumphant testimony over
the flesh, the world and the devil! How
..wonderful the grace of God—Hallelujah!

Franklin's Story of the
Speckled Ax

B

ENJAMIN

FRANKLIN, in his

autobiogra-

phy, tells of the man who bought an ax
from the local blacksmith. The purchaser
wanted the whole of its surface as bright
as its edge, and this the smith consented
to do, provided the man would turn the
wheel while he ground it. It was a hard,
wearisome job and often the man stopped
to see how the ax was getting on. "Turn
on, turn on," said the smith; "we shall
have it bright by and b y ; as yet it is only
speckled." "Yes," said the man, "but I
think I like a speckled ax best."

Is this not the case with many of God's
children? Instead of going all the way
into the fully consecrated and victorious
Christian life, they become satisfied with
"a speckled a x " Christian experience,
God's second best for them. But the story
is not entirely true to our experience, for,
wonder of wonders, God is the One who
turns the wheel for us if we will only be
patient and wait on Him. In Christian living as in salvation, the secret is to stand
by and see the Lord work (Eph. 2:8-10;
So the greatest of God's purposes in al- Col. 2:6-7).
lowing a sin-cursed world to go on and
Let us seek to be perfect in our walk
on. in spite of all the terrible suffering in Him, as set forth in Phil. 3:10-16, and
and anguish that sin occasions, (God is not be satisfied with a "speckled a x " exusing that very means) is to gather out
perience.—Christian Victory.
a people for His Name; to dig out of the
slimy pit of sin, a jewel so rare that all the
Universe will gaze in wonder at the spotMore Fire Needed
less, holy, dazzling Bride, that will outshine the sun, will be like Jesus, and will
"Give me only fire enough," said
live with Him forever, the, "Lamb's wife."
Bernard Palissy. the great inventor, "and
The devil thought he could cause man
these colors will become part and parcel
to fall so low, that God could never reach
of this china." "He's m a d ! " cried his
him; that he would get the human race derisive neighbors. "More fire!" shouted
to be so stubborn, rebellious, and vile that the determined man. "More fire!" And
God could not, or would not do anything what Palissy said was at length proved
for it. But we read in Rom. 5:20, "Where true. "More fire" is the need of believers
sin abounded, grace did much more a- in Christ. We need the fire of God's Word
bound," thank God! And "God manifest- to burn up all the dross in our hearts; the
ed His love for us, in that while we were fire of Christ's refining grace to make us
yet sinners, Christ died for us," (Rom. 5 : like Himself; and the fire of the Spirit's
8.) Praise His glorious name forever!
utterance, which shall cause us to witness
God can make the wrath of man to with boldness.—The Christian Age.

This would be a dark picture indeed,
if there were no more to it, but thank
God, the longest, and greatest chapter of
earth's drama is yet to be written. We
sometimes say when a person tries to do
two things at once, " H e is killing two
birds with one stone". Well God can kill
a dozen birds with one stone. He is never
out-witted. or defeated, and the old devil
will find it out some day, altho he don't
believe it yet.
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Prayer Day. Our two prayer days were
times of spiritual blessing. The November prayer day was spent in secret prayer
and intercession. On the first Friday of
December we had prayer together before
the throne. Being so far away from the
rest of the missionary family we miss
meeting with them on these special days,
but gain courage from the fact that they
and many of our brethren and sisters at
home meet with us in spirit before God
on the first Friday of every month.
Many Thanks. For over a year we have
felt the need of a horse for transportation
here in Barjora. Many of you hearing of
our need sent your gifts and thereby made
possible the purchase of a splendid Bhuttis pony( mountain breed and larger than
the pony of the plains but not quite so
tall as the horse at home). He is gentle
and faithful and has already proved a
great asset in our work. We thank the
Lord and you for this blessing.

people and the surrounding communities.
Malaria and influenza developing into
pneumonia and other complications took
many lives. But we thank God that all
our people were spared. With continued
illness on every hand we almost despaired.
But on December 3 we went definately to
prayer and asked God to rebuke the demon of sickness which seemed to have
taken up his abode with us. And, to God's
praise be it said, that from that very day
sickness receded until all but one or two
were able to attend the Christmas services
and feast.
Christmas
Activities.
The Christmas
Season brought us real spiritual uplift
and joy. "Big Day'' (literal translation of
the Hindi for Christmas) activities seemed
to commence on the Friday previous with
the school program. However, on Sunday morning December 24 we had our
regular Christmas service followed by
Communion. In the evening a special
Christmas service in English was held in
Dumaria at the Landale home.

Visits. The accession of a pony has
made travelling a pleasure.. In early
December Sr. Buckwalter rode eight miles
north to the home of an Anglo-Indian
family. The widowed mother and two
daughters need to be won for Christ. They
appreciate visits in the home and have
requested us to come at least once a
month. Please remember to pray for Mrs.
Bennett and her two daughters, Phyllis
and Winnie, both in their early twenties.
Around the middle of December some
official business and a special council
meeting took us to Saharsa for a few days.
The contact with the other missionaries
was refreshing and we came back renewed
in spirit.
School News.
Another school year
closed with the program held on December 22 in the school-house before a number of Christians, villagers and some shopkeepers from Tribenigunj bazar. The
boys did their parts well and such prizes
as slates, pencils, pens, money bags, looking glasses, etc. were given to those who
were highest in their class. Two boys
passed the Upper Primary Examinations
and will be entering Middle English school
the first of the year.
The four boys who had been in Siwan
attending High School last year arrived
home the middle of December for their
Christmas vacation. Ishmael Singh who
attended High School in Saharsa last year
stayed on there for the Christmas season
as he had a share in their program. He
with five boys from here will occupy the
hostel Our Mission is opening in Saharsa
in January. Please pray for this new project.
Sickness. The last three months of the
year were filled with sickness for our

Christmas day started early with the
sound of carols being sung on our veranda
at 4:30 A.M. Our Christmas song-fest
held on Monday morning attracted a goodly crowd and was much enjoyed by everyone. About fourteen or fifteen special
numbers in song, many of them original,
were sung. Joy filled our hearts as one
and all sang praise to Him who is altogether lovely. Then out of the fulness
of our hearts we gave to Him who gave
Himself for us. In a thank offering
climaxing this precious service. Rs. 264
in cash and pledges were given for the
purpose of a church building in Barjora.
We thank the Lord for this desire on the
part of our Indian brethren and sisters to
build a house of God here.
On Christmas evening a program portraying Christ's birth was presented to a
large crowd of Christians and villagers. A
presentation of this kind is new to this
community and already requests have,
come in from outsiders to have more programs like this.
Our Annual Christmas Feast, the missionaries' gift to the community, was held
on Tuesday noon, the 26th. All morning
savoury smells greeted us and at noon we
fed 85 people. A donation of 18 lbs. of
goat meat from our friend, Mr. Leonard
Landale, greatly helped for meat is both
scarce and expensive. Nine of our AngloIndian friends were present for the feast
and they with the boys and girls who are
home on vacation helped to swell the
crowd. We enjoy the contact with our
people and feel this fellowship together a
fitting way to bring our Christmas activities to a close.
Transfer of Preachers. December closes
with our two village evangelists prepar-
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ing to leave for new places of labor.
Arthur Singhs have been transferred to
Saharsa and Samuel Andrews and family
to Begu Sarai. As these families leave
us, our prayers accompany them. In their
place we look for our deacons, James
Bishwash and family from Madhipura
and Immuel Henrys from Saur. Kindly
remember these in your prayers. May the
Lord's blessing continue on Barjora.
— L . A. B.

Sikalongo Mission
December
Esther Mann
My Prayer for this month,
"Emptied that He might fill me.
As forth to His services I go
Broken that so unhindered
His life through me might flow."
1.—First Friday of the month so we
have Special Prayer. The subject this
time was prayer for a good harvest. This
is the time of year for us to do our planting and so we ask God's blessing upon
our labors in a material way. Our God
is ever mindful of our needs if we are in
the right attitude toward Him.
2.—As a pig was killed yesterday, a
good part of this day was spent in frying
down sausage, rendering lard and making soap,—that is as far as the work of
the writer was concerned. The other routine activities of the station were carried
on the same as usual. Each one in his
place doing his best.
3.'—Sunday, Offering and Members
meeting today. Roy preached from Mai.
3:10. If we want a great blessing from
the Lord, let us bring our offerings to
Him. Let us prove His promise to us.
We trust that the hearts of the people,
especially the members were touched;
yes, not only touched, but stirred. If we
want a church which is awake, we must
preach tithing, then we not only think of
our own needs but we think of others.
4.—In the school, the boys are all taking their examinations these days, so all
spare time is spent in studying and more
studying, especially is it true in the upper standards.
6.—Today the boys gave a closing
program. Each class had some special
singing, recitations, or some other special
feature. Many of the people were in from
the villages. All seemed to be very happy in what they heard and saw. Those
who took part did very well.
7.—After prayer meeting at midday,
the boys left for their villages. There
were quite a few sad hearts as some had
debts and had to remain and work during the holidays which will be five weeks.
At this time of the year we are glad for
those who remain for this is a very busy
time getting the gardens and fields planted. Some years we get the corn pretty
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well all planted before school closes but
this year the rains have been slow in coming. We pray that the rains will soon be
here.
•
8.—Sr. Eyster goes to Choma as she
has to attend to her passport, Roy and
Robert take the train to Livingstone as
there is an appointment with the Dentist
and also one with the Educational Officier. They will all remain away over
the week end. Ruth and I will stay here
alone.
9.—It seems that this is often the case
when Roy is away, then I receive calls
from the villages, people needing help
physically. This time was worse than
usual, as I was called three times. The
first call came around midnight from a
village a mile away, in the morning at
sunrise. Teacher Isaac came, (they live
about a half mile away). Before I left
for Isaac's another man from a village around three miles away was calling me.
It was a rushing time. Also two other
people came needing treatments badly, especially a boy about seven years old who
had been playing in a tree, and fell lacerating himself rather badly.
After returning from Isaacs at 11:30.
Ruth was very glad to hear that they had
a nice baby girl, but I still had to think
of that three mile walk in the hot sun, as
the sun was certainly pouring its rays
down. But it had to be, so away I went
if I can be of any help to these people
physically, it might also be a help to
draw them nearer to the Kingdom.
Needless to say at night I went to bed
tired—but happy.
11.—Roy, Sr. Eyster and Robert return. It was interesting to hear them tell
of their meeting with the "outside world".
We live in a world of our own as it were,
and we don't have too much contact with
other Europeans. So a report of their "sojournings" was quite interesting.
13.—The boys who have been away to
other schools taking other work have returned and some of them want to work
so as to help themselves financially, as
many of them get very little help from
their own people and of course blankets
and clothes wear out.
14.—Jonathan, who has finished his
Teachers' Training at Matopa and who intends to be on our teaching staff this next
year, brought us the message in prayer
meeting today from Acts 5:1-11. "Many
times we can hide things from people but
we cannot hide things from God." Peter,
the deacon, remarked in his testimony
how one match can burn the dry grass on
the veldt and cause much damage. So
one lie can cause death.
•16.—We got a nice group of letters
from across the seas, much of it Christmas post. We were glad that it came
through in such good time. "Letters are
often delayed, but prayers go by the way
of Heaven and are not delayed."
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17.—Sunday, The sword of God and of
Gideon was the theme in the serviceGideon was prepared for the victory
which he and his army later gained. He
was willing to obey God and destroy the
idols of his fathers. If we want victory
we must be willing to stop some of our
old heathen practices.
19.—We thank God for the good rains
and also for the news of the new party
of workers coming this way. May God
speed them on their way.
21.—Josepha, who has been away taking teachers' training gave us a very inspiring message. Read in your Bibles his
text found in Jer. 16:16-17. Of course
you or I no doubt would have had different thoughts on it, but he is an African
and he was preaching to his own people.
You might be interested in one of the illustrations which he used. "A man was
out hunting and he had been hunting for
several days, but he could find no meat
what so ever. Finally he came to a big
hole and he thought perhaps he would
find a little animal in the hole, but he
only found a snake. He tried to kill it
with his spear, but there seemed to be
something peculiar about the snake, for
as soon as he would take his eyes from
it, it then began to get away, after he had
speared it for many times. Then finally
it got clear away from him. That night
he went back to the village and he told
the old people about it. They all seemed
very frightened and they told him to stay
away from that place for that snake if it
would see him it would bite him and kill
him. The next day the man still was thinking about this snake. He just couldn't
think about anything else. So finally he
went out to look for it. He walked for
some distance and then he saw it in the
path. Sure enough the snake bit the man
and he died before he reached the village. We see what happened to this man.
He did not listen to the advice of his
elders and he met his death. Now we have
God's Word, we have teachers, missiontries, and many have parents who try to
teach them the way of Life. But many refuse to listen. It will happen to us just
the same as it did to the man. Tf we refuse their advice, we shall meet our
death." We believe that this story helped to drive the Truth home to hearts.
25.—Christmas Day, Of course everyone is happy today. There was quite a
nice crowd here, many children from the
villages came with their dishes in anticipation of receiving a cup of salt. Many
years we have had more people for the
service but today they are busy in their
gardens and think that their children can
bring home a little salt.
The boys and teachers here on the station had a little feast of meat, porriage.
and tea. It seemed to be a happy time
for all. In the P.M. we went over to
Macha to spend a few days with them. We
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are looking forward to a nice time of fellowship.
So ends another year, the year 1941.
What has been done cannot be recalled.
"Just to look back o'er the
travelled,
Just to remember His
grace,
See how He led us each
journey,
How we rejoice as His
trace."

path we have
kindness
step
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A Missionary Charge
Leoda A.

Buckwaller

'"A charge to keep I have,
A God to glorify;
A never-dying soul to save,
And fit it for the sky."
What verse could be more adequate for
a. missionary? And yet, I ask, is it adequate? Is there just one "dying soul to
save" while we are literally surrounded
by hundreds of thousands who make no
pretence of knowing Him, the Way? The
question presses us. The "Go ye" has
reached our hearts. Dreams of work on
the foreign field have been replaced by
pressing responsibility, sometimes involved, at all times heavy. To live in the midst
of a heathen people, to be surrounded on
every hand by idolatry, graft, wickedness
i,nd greed-this is our lot". But t h b is not
all our lot. Combined with the above is
the precious, "Lo, I am with you alway",
and "It'is I, Be not afraid". That sustains
and invigorates, filling our hearts with the
consciousness of His presence.
What battles are fought on this spiritual battle front! What victories are won
through faith in Him who loved us and
gave Himself for us! What problems
there are to solve in the care of a people
who need nurturing and admonition in the
ways of the Lord! But what glorious answers to prayer on their and our own behalf! So thanks be unto God.
Would you, too, share this missionary
charge? Has the "Go ye" reached your
heart? Then "Go ye" into your closet!
"Go ye" today. "Go ye" whenever the
urge for prayer comes. Plead with Heaven for those who are already on the
front lines. Who knows but what your
victory through prayer may bring victory
to some missionary who at that very moment is facing the hosts of satan in the
name of the Lord of Hosts. "Ge ye" to
your knees. Keep this charge and the missionary in the foreign land will be empowered to keep his. And who knows but
what that living "Go ye" within your
heart may lead you on and out until you,
too, will join the band of those who are
lifting up the Cross in foreign lands.. God
(Continued on last page)
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Facing Forward

W

E STAND on the summit of another
Sunday another year—facing forward! Jesus set His face like a flint to
go to Jerusalem. Paul was ambitious to
build where another had not laid the
foundation. The teaching trails he blazed,
always facing forward, remain todav in
the form of the Christian Church.
We are surrounded with the most tremendous opportunities since teachers began plying their noble art. Our privileges are numerous; our materials the
best selected and the most abundant they
have been since Robert Raikes founded
the Sunday school movement. The unreached areas of youth, not touched by
Christian training, are more extensive
than ever.
As we launch into this new lesson, this
new week, this new class, may we pledge
ourselves to do three things:
Rub More

Shoulders

Teachers, we live too much to ourselves. During those vears past, we touched too few lives for the Master. We did
not j>ut on display that Christian character' as it rubbed shoulders with people
in their varied phases of experience. We
became recluse; we sought the hermit's
cell; we cultured our own hearts in the
deep things of the Spirit: and we failed
to live by the side of the road where humanity passed by. In the jostling crowds
we drew away, while around us there
were hungry hearts and youth that could
be reached with the glorious ~ospel of
hope.
We cannot retrieve the past: the errors
of yesteryears are beyond our rectifying.
But facing forward, looking on tomorrow
as Balboa when he first gazed upon the
waters of the blue Pacific, let us take
heart and build anew.
We reach people only as we rub shoulders with them in their daily tasks. The
scholar's den may polish our teaching,
but it will not vivify it. Only burning
hearts that dwell close to the needs and
experiences of the scholars will reach
them with the power of Christ. The business world realizes the benefit of "rubbing shoulders." making contacts with
customers, following up prospects. It advertises its wares. Teachers should do no
less. The more you come into contact with
•people the greater will be the number
whom you reach.
The imprint of personalitv comes with
guiding power upon the scholars as we
meet them between Sundays. May we
then pledge our hearts never to fail to
A-
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come into vital fellowship with our communities. May they feel the impact of our
character which is surcharged with God.
Split Wood with the Grain
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them away. Many of the great soul winners have spent months trying to discover
the interests of a person that they might
get closer to the heart and reach him for
Jesus.
If we will spend more time trying to
find out the vital concerns of our pupils
and prospects, and make ourselves a part
of such, we will go far in influencing
character.

Facing forward toward boundless possibilities, let us pledge to do as all good
Face the Winds
woodsmen and split our wood with and
It is easy to become discouraged when
not across the grain. Woodsmen know results are slow in arriving. It does not
and how slow teachers and officers are in
learning this lesson—that in order to take a strong personality to retreat when
split wood you must follow the grain. • the winds start blowing. High winds
turn the casual travelers back, but the
determined man goes ahead.
How many of your class have you won
How to Bury a Sunday School
to Jesus? After deciding you have done
your best, do not be discouraged. RememMarion Lawrance
ber the great achievers were not easily
driven from their goals. Did it not take
1. Dont come.
Moffat seven years to win his first con2. I) you do come, come late.
verts? Six years did Judson labor in
3. / / it's too wet or too dry or too
Burma before he won his first convert,
cold or too hot, stay at home.
and only after twenty years was he able
4. When you come, be sure to find
to say he had baptized his hundredth man.
fault.
Valuable possessions are not easily
5. Refuse every invitation to help.
purchased.
Success has its high price.
6. Do not take any part in the services.
When
the
way seems hard, let us take
7. Do not encourage the officers; they
hope
and
teach
on When the storms come
dont need it.
8. Tell the officers and teachers how and we wonder if it is worth while, let
us teach on! When the winds of criticism
to run the school: they want to know.
howl and more tender spirits would bow
9. Put 3 cents in the collection.
10. Believe everything you hear with- in surrender, there is just one pledge to
which we place our hearts and hands—
out investigation.
teach 'ton!—Comprehensive
Quarterly.
11. Wear a sour face so as to show
your disapproval of everything that is going on.
Breaking Down Nonattendance
12. Rush out of the house as soon as
the school is claed without speaking to
Elizabeth W. Sudlow
anyone.—Selected.
The superintendent of a Sunday school
outstanding for its high average attendance was asked how he brought about
Some wood is tough-grained; others, like
such a condition. This is what he wrote:
pine and spruce, are slightly grained to"First of all, we never speak of poor atgether. The oak maple, cypress, and waltendance, rainy weather, hot Sundays,
nut are tough. Woodsmen tell us that
stormy days, nor make any exceptions or
there is one timber without any grain,
mention for such weather. We let it be
which cannot be split, and it is used for
known throughout the year that the whole
mallets.
membership is expected to be present each
Facing forward we will meet manv Lord's Day. This is God's House and
characters with varied types of "grains" His children are expected to meet with
woven into the fabric of their live5!. Some Him each and every Sunday. This, toare so tough that it is hard to reach them;
gether with a little elbow grease, foot
others are easily influenced. But whoeve- work and knee work, seems to do the job."
1
they are—hard or tender, ea^ilv reachc
•—Sunday School World.
or defying our gospel and character—if
we will discover their strain, their interThrough faith in God we are able to
ests, their goals, and follow them, we will
be able to get nearer their hearts than if
rise above all doubt and unbelief. We no
we "cut across their grain."
longer believe that evil has presence or
Teachers, we do not win by an argu- power in Truth or in our life. We know
ment. It is only another means of cut- that God is now quickening us to have
ting across or going against the grain. perfect faith in Him as the one presence
We talk too many times when we should and one power.
be listening. Listening wins friends for
our cause; talking against the grain drives
The cross reveals the heart of God.
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Sunday School Lessons reviewed First Quarter, 1945
Jesus

Lessons in Matthew
tannie

E.

I
The Father ivatched o'er His dear Son,
Lest He be harmed by anyone.
II
This Son baptized with mighty
power,
IT as victor in temptation's hour.

Ill

Davidson
I
As Jesus knew the Father's care,
His children know it, everywhere.
II
The tempter's power is broken, quite,
When we use Scripture in the fight.

Ill

He preached the Sermon on the Mount,
With "Blesseds" great and
paramount.
IV
Advised to put the first things first,
If they would stand storms at their worst.
V
He loved to serve the multitude.
The sick were healed, and devils subdued.
VI
He trained the twelve to preach and heal-.
"Come unto me," was His appeal.
VII
He told of treasures, costly, rare,
A lunch provided ample fare.
VIII
"Thou art the Christ," hear Peter say,
He stood transfigured, then, one day.
IX
/ / God forgives, forgets a wrong,
A grievance they should not prolong.
X
Commandments kept will not suffice,
If self they failed to sacrifice.
XI
The servants of the soul of man,
Will stand when God, the records, scans.
XII
The multitudes "Hosannas"
sang,
On temple pavements, money rang.

In Jesus we are blessed, indeed,
In love to enemies, succeed.
IV
Engrafted in King David's root,
Our lives are bound to bear rich fruit.
V
We give our time and talents, too,
To serve a need, ivhich oft we view.
VI
We teach and preach in manner bold,
When power grips the message told.
VII
And seek to share the richest gem,
That ever graced a diadem.
VIII
When we confess Him, Lord of all.
His love transfigures and enthralls.
IX
When we recall how God forgave.
We every wrong will gladly waive.
X
It costs our all to follow Him,
For naught of earth must Jesus dim.
XI
A great reward is promised those,
Supplying
needful food and clothes.
XII
"Hosannas" ivell within the heart,
In songs of praise, we have a part.

EASTER

The Pharisees sealed tight the door.
But Jesus lives
forevermore.

The author and perfector reigns.
Abundant life for us obtains.
—Garrett, Ind.

NOTE: Sister Davidson sent both of the
above poems covering the first quarter's
lessons, and asked that we take our choice
for publication. This was difficult to do, so
we decided to use them both, and believe

our readers will enjoy them. The first, you
will note, covers the lessons from the historical standpoint, the second, from the
standpoint of practical applicati o n s . —
C.W.B.

The Centrality of the Cross
Paul S. Rees

EASTER

not cheaply at the expense of His holiness
but nobly and consistently to the satisfaction of His holiness, and that man's first
and most fundamental need is salvation
from sin—-this is the truth that constitutes
the very core of fhe Christian religion.
The Cross, therefore, is central, not margin a l ; essential, not incidental! "For I delivered unto you first of all," says St.
Paul, "that which I also received, how
that Christ died for our sins according to
the Scriptures."

HE Cross is central!
Speaking generally, the Church of
our day needs to be called back to the
primacy of Christ's death in the Christian
program of human redemption. Not the
Divine Fatherhood, nor the Incarnation,
nor yet the Kingdom of God, but rather
the Atonement, is the determining and
supremely vital thing in our cherished
The Cross is central!
>
faith. That God in Christ, through the
death of the Cross, has been reconciled
The first redemptive promise, concernto man. His love having expressed itself ing the seed of the woman bruising the
>
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head of the serpent, finds fulfillment at
the Cross. The last redemptive anthem,
sung to "Him that loved us and washed
us from our sins in His own blood," draws
its inspiration from the Cross. Fingers of
prophecy in the Old Testament point to
the lifting of the Cross, while voices of
preaching in the New proclaim the power
of the Cross. The life of Jesus led to the
Cross: the Incarnation contemplated it,
the Resurrection complemented it, Pentecost was the consequence of it.
The Cross is central!
Do you speak of the great doctrines of
Christianity? They find their center at
the Cross. Of the magnificent achievements of two millenniums of church history? They have been wrought under the
compulsion of the Cross. Of the streams
of evangelization and civilization that are
ever pouring their life into the nations of
the world? They take their rise at the
Cross. Of the fetters of evil habit and
sinful practice? They are snapped at the
Cross. Of the sentence of death that is
against us? It is cancelled at the Cross.
Of the guilt that haunts us? It is forgiven at the Cross. Of the sin that is within us? It dies at the Cross. Of the world
that tempts and allures? It is stripped of
its glory at the Cross. Of the bitters of
]if e —its sorrows, disappointments, losses? They are sweetened at the Cross. Of
the power of Satan? It is broken at tihe
Cross. Of the fear of judgment? It is
destroyed at the Cross. Of the hope of
life everlasting? It is founded on the
Cross. Of the ineffable glory of the
Heaven of the redeemed? It is borrowed
from the Cross. For to all etenity will it
be true of that City, that "the Lamb is
the light thereof!"
The Cross is central!
"The hands of Christ
Seem very frail,
For they were broken
By a nail.
"But only they reach
Heaven at last
Whom these frail, broken
Hands hold fast."
—Tabernacle

Tidings.

During the Welsh revival, a minister
journeyed from London to Wales to investigate. Unable to get into the church
for the crowds, he climbed in a window
near the front. The people everywhere
were seeking and finding God. Finally,
he said to a man next to him. " I came
here to hear Evan Roberts, but Fve waited an hour and a half and can't even see
him. Is he here tonight?" The man replied, "I am Evan Roberts. You see. the
Holy Ghost has charge here. They can
get along without me. but they couldn't
carry on without the Holy Spirit."—Sunday School Worker.
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TALKATIVENESS
•
"And tliat ye study to be quiet, and to
do your own business, and to work with
your own Iwnds, as we commanded you."
{I Thess. 4 : 1 1 ) .
ALKATIVENESS is utterly ruinous to deep
spirituality. The very life of our
spirits passes out in our speech, and hence
all superfluous talk is a waste of the
vital forces of the heart. In fruit growing
it often happens that excessive blossoming
prevents a good crop, and often prevents
fruit altogether; and by so much loquacity the soul runs wild in word bloom, and
bears no fruit. I am not speaking of sinners, nor of legitimate testimony for Jesus, but of that incessant loquacity of the
nominally spiritual persons—of the professors of purifying grace. It is one of
the greatest hindrances to deep, solid
union with God. Notice how people will
tell the same thing over and over—how
insignificant trifles are magnified by a
world of words; how things that should
be buried are dragged out into gossip;
how a worthless, non-essential is argued
and disputed over; how the solemn deep
things of the Holy Spirit are rattled over
in a light manner, .until one who has the
real baptism of Divine silence in his
heart, feels he must uncremoniously tear
himself away to some lonely room or forest, where he can gather up the fragments
of his mind, and rest with God.

T

Not only do we need cleansing from
sin, but our natural human spirit needs a
radical death to its own noise and activity and wordiness.
See the evil effects of so much talk.
First, it dissipates the spiritual
power.
The thought and feeling of the soul are
like powder and steam—the more they
are condensed, the greater their power.
The steam, if properly compressed, would
drive a train sixty miles an hour, if allowed too much expanse would not move
an inch; and so the true action of the
heart, if expressed in a few Holy Ghost
selected words, will sink into the minds
to remain forever, but if dissipated in the
rambling conversation, is likely to be of
no profit:
Second, it is a waste of time. If the
hours spent in useless conversation were
spent in secret prayer or deep reading,
we would soon reach a region of spiritual
life and Divine peace beyond our present
dreams.
Third, loquacity
inevitably
leads to
saying unwise, or unpleasant, or unprofitable things. In religious conversation we
soon churn up all the cream our souls
have in them, and the rest of our talk is
all pale skim milk, until we get alone
with God, and feed on His green pasture
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until the cream rises again. The Holy
Spirit warns us that "in the multitude of
words there lacketh not sin." It is impossible for even the best of saints to
talk beyond a certain point, without saying something unkind, or severe, or foolish, or erroneous. We must settle this
personally. If others are noisy and talkative I must determine to live in constant
quietness and humility of heart; I must
guard my speech as a sentinel does a
fortress, and with all respect to others.
I must many a time cease from conversation or withdraw from company to enter
into deep communion with my precious
Lord. The cure for loquacity must be
from within; sometimes by an interior
furnace of suffering that burns out the
excessive effervescence of the mind, or by
an over-mastering revelation to the soul
of the awful majesties of God and eternity, which puts an everlasting hush upon the natural faculties. To walk in the
Spirit we must avoid talking for talk's
sake, or merely to entertain. To speak
effectively we must speak in God's appointed time and in harmony with the indwelling Holy Spirit.
"He that hath knowledge spareth his
words; and a man of understanding is of
a cool spirit." Prov. 17:27, R. V.
"In quietness and in confidence shall
be your strength." (Isa. 30:15; Eccles.
5:2-3).
—Selected.
A chip on the shoulder indicates there's
wood higher up.
vwvwwv*vww*vwwvvw*wwvw*vv*w

Adieu, God Bless You
As you leave again, dear worker,
On your long and distnat
journey,
To the land of wondrous
beauty,
To the land of dark skinned
people;
When the task seems hard and endless,
And the days seem long and weary;
When desire for friends and loved ones
Holds its sway in spite of purpose;
Then remember, then take courage—
In the Homeland friends are praying
To the Father up in Heaven
And the Father up in Heaven
Hears the prayers of all his children.
He will give you strength and comfort,
He will bless you as your need is.
Thus the promise, Holy
promise:
"As your day so sliall your strength be."
And His love will e'er surround you,
And His wings will e'er enfold you
As you labor for the Master.
—Evangelical Missionary
World.

(Continued from page thirteen)
speed the day when for each missionary
on the field thousands at home will daily
intercede for God's gracious manifestation. God speed the day when instead of
seven, or ten, or even thirty missionaries
among the hundreds of thousands, we may
have fifty, a hundred, yes, even more, to
carry this precious Gospel message to
every creature.
Let us take up our missionary charge.
—Leoda A. Buckwalter.

Reading and the Pulpit

W

E believe in reading. The preacher
of all men must be a great reader,
but he must be a select reader. No man
can afford not to read. No preacher can
afford to be a sparse or a lazy reader. He
must be pre-eminently a great reader. The
books demanding and deserving his reading are not numerous, as we have often
tried to impress, but these few will absorb a vast amount of his time because
they are vast in their reach and in their
depth and in their relatedness. A careful
and thoughtful man can detect in a few
moments, in listening, whether the preacher is a reader or not. We commend the
following words from the greatest preacher the world ever saw. We mean Charles
H. Spurgeon. We regard him the greatest
uninspired preacher of all history. He say:
"Paul had a few books, which were left
wrapped up in the cloak, and Timothywas to be careful to bring them. Even an
apostle must read. Some of our self-sufficient brethren have thought a minister
who reads books and studies his sermons
must be a very deplorable specimen of a
preacher.
"A man who goes up into the pulpit,
professes to take his text, on the spot,
and talk any quantity of nonsense, is the
idol of many. If he will speak without
premeditation, or pretend to do so, and
never produce what they call 'a dish of
dead man's brains'—ah, that is the
preacher. How rebuked by the apostle!
He is inspired, and yet he wants books!
He has been preaching for thirty years,
and yet he wants books! He has seen the
Lord and yet he wants books! He has had
a wider experience than most men, and
yet he wants books! He had written tjhe
major part of the New Testament, and yet
he wants books!
"The apostle says to Timothy, and so
he says to every preacher. 'Give thyself
unto reading.' The man who never reads
will never be read; he who never quotes
will never be quoted; he wiho will not use
the thoughts of other men's brains, proves
that he has no brains of his own.
"Brethren, what is true of ministers is
true of all our people—you need to read."
-—Herald of Holiness.

